A new Texas FFA member can reach out to their local Kubota dealership and schedule a time to come by and recite the FFA creed. Upon a successful completion of the creed, the dealer will contact the Live Like Johnny Organization. A new jacket will then be ordered, shipped to your school and awarded to the member.
How to Connect to the Opportunity

Texas Kubota dealers are teaming up with the *Live Like Johnny Organization* to provide deserving Texas FFA members a chance to receive their first FFA jacket.

**Here’s how it works:**

1. Have a first year or new FFA member in need of a jacket reach out to their local Kubota dealership and schedule a time to come by and recite the FFA creed.

2. Take a video or photo of your student reciting the creed at the Kubota dealership and share it with the local Kubota dealer and the Texas FFA Foundation (send to info@texasffafoundation.org).

3. Upon a successful completion of the creed, the dealer will contact the *Live Like Johnny Organization* and give them the name of your student, FFA chapter and jacket size.

**NOTE:** If the dealer needs help getting the information to the *Live Like Johnny Organization*, share this link with them.

4. Your student’s jacket will be ordered and shipped to your school.

5. You will receive a note with the jacket and instructions on sending a thank you note to the Kubota dealer providing the jacket.

This is a great opportunity to have your students to connect with your local Kubota dealership. In the process, they will build their confidence by reciting the FFA Creed and have the chance to say thank you for Kubota’s support of the Texas FFA. We hope you will take advantage of this great opportunity and empower our students, teach collaboration and share our incredible Texas FFA story with our stakeholders.